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Overview 
In the 2015-2019 Long Range Plan, parks and downtown shopping corridors were identified as the best 
potential to increase the amount of recyclables captured. Staff recommended the implementation of a pilot 
project to increase recycling in two different public space settings--a downtown shopping district area and a 
park. In addition, the impact of having diversion opportunities in public spaces reinforces efforts to recycle 
at home, work and school. 

The Public Spaces pilot launched in two Member Agencies, Redwood City and San Carlos, in collaboration 
with City Staff and Recology San Mateo County (Recology). A parks pilot was conducted where new 
receptacles were installed alongside different versions of signage that was tested to determine the 
effectiveness of the signages. In addition, a pilot was also conducted at the two cities’ downtown corridors 
testing different versions of signage.  

Timeline 
Starting in December 2017, RethinkWaste Staff (Staff) engaged with 11 Member Agencies to discuss and 
identify opportunities to increase recycling and composting in public spaces. West Bay Sanitary District 
does not have public spaces and; therefore, was not included in consideration of this pilot. Staff also met 
with Recology and other cities and organizations to learn about their best practices about diversion of 
recyclables, compostables and waste in public spaces.  

For the parks pilot, Staff conducted pre-pilot waste audits and surveys from March to August 2018 to 
develop a baseline before new receptacles and signage were installed in August and September 2018. 
Post receptacle installation waste audits were conducted from September to May 2019. 

For the downtown pilot, Staff conducted pre-pilot waste audits, surveys and observations from August to 
September 2018 to develop a baseline before new signage was added to existing receptacles in December 
2018. Post signage waste audits and observations were conducted from February to June 2019.  

Goals 
• Increase recycling and composting in public spaces
• Test public education and promotion strategies
• Monitor participation, diversion and contamination of the pilot program
• Assess operational impacts and costs

Fiscal Impact 
All costs incurred for this pilot were covered in the approved FY 17/18 and FY 18/19 budgets and within the 
approved line item amounts. The results of the pilot will be used for planning and proposed agency-wide 
program expansion with the first rollout phase being factored into the final FY 19/20 budget and in the new 
2020-2024 SBWMA Long Range Plan. The total cost of SBWMA program staff support and direct materials 
per year is budgeted at $131k. As with all of franchised activities, Recology will bill their collection services 
directly with each member agency on a per-site basis.  

Summary of Results 
Two public spaces pilots were launched in Redwood City and San Carlos in their parks and downtown 
areas.  
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For the parks pilot, Staff conducted pre-pilot waste audits and participation surveys to create appropriate 
signage to encourage the public to sort their waste in public settings correctly. After new receptacles were 
installed, four versions of signage were tested, and post-installation waste audits and surveys were 
conducted with members of the public who were observed using the receptacles. The data collected helped 
Staff better understand the level of public knowledge and determined that the Comprehensive signage 
provided the best motivator for the public to sort correctly as shown in Table 1 below. It’s recommended 
that this signage be implemented at parks along with the new receptacles moving forward.  

Table 1 
Properly Sorted Material by Sign in Parks (percentage) 

Signage % Garbage % Recycling % Compost % Average 
Accuracy 

Text Only 72% 56% 76% 68% 
Images Only 68% 69% 67% 68% 
Simple 47% 59% 51% 52% 
Comprehensive 71% 76% 66% 71% 

Similar to the parks pilot, Staff conducted pre-pilot waste audits and participation surveys for the downtown 
pilot to create appropriate signage for downtown areas. In addition to audits and surveys, Staff conducted 
observations to see if the public noticed signage before disposing items in the receptacles. Two versions of 
signage were developed and installed for downtown areas and Staff conducted waste audits post-
installation. The data collected helped Staff better understand the level of public knowledge and the yielded 
results reflected in Table 2 below. After analyzing the downtown data, Staff believes more waste audits 
should be conducted to ensure a more accurate Staff recommendation.  

Note: Downtown Redwood City and San Carlos do not have compost services, so the garbage percentage 
reflected in Table 2 includes garbage and compost. A significant percentage of the garbage was made up 
of compost as shown in Table 3. 

Table 2 
Properly Sorted Material by Sign in Downtown (percentage) 

Signage % Garbage % Recycling % Average Accuracy 
Images Only 69%* 70% 70% 
Comprehensive 83%* 35% 59% 

Table 3 
Breakdown of Items in Downtown Garbage Receptacles 

Signage % Garbage % Recycling % Compost 
Images Only 23% 31% 46% 
Comprehensive 25% 18% 58% 
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Analysis 
 
Process/Strategy 
Staff identified common issues and offered potential pilot options to implement with the Member Agencies 
after soliciting input from SBWMA Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) members and related City 
departments. Potential pilots ranged from installation of receptacles, cigarette butt only receptacles, 
signage, event waste management and painting existing receptacles to match the current black, blue and 
green cart system. New outdoor receptacle and signage preferences were voted on by TAC members as 
the most important issues to tackle and, therefore, were chosen as the Public Spaces pilot projects. Both 
pilots had similar objectives, but a few differences. Both the parks and downtown pilots had an 
objective to find the most effective signage to increase diversion. In addition to this objective, the 
parks pilot tested the effectiveness of adding recycling and organics in parks to create uniformity and 
consistency between carts at homes and in parks. Another objective for the parks pilot was to create 
uniformity across Member Agencies, per feedback from City Staff, Recology, and TAC Members. After 
evaluation of Member Agency interest, opportunity and staff support, the cities of Redwood City and San 
Carlos were chosen to launch the two pilot projects.  
 

From March 2018 to August 2018, Staff conducted pre-pilot waste 
audits in both downtown areas and parks of the cities of Belmont, 
Redwood City, San Carlos, and San Mateo. Data collected from audits 
in the cities of Belmont and San Mateo were used as a baseline 
because Belmont offers an organics service in their parks and San 
Mateo offers recycling in their downtown area. Staff conducted waste 
audits in six parks in San Carlos and Redwood City: Arguello, Burton, 
and Laureola Parks in San Carlos; and Maddux, Spinas, and Stafford 
Parks in Redwood City. City staff discussed which parks they wanted 
Staff to focus on and decided the selected parks for the pilot:  
 

San Carlos – Burton Park 
Redwood City – Maddux, Spinas and Stafford Parks 

 
Staff used Community Based Social Marketing (CBSM) techniques to 
learn about the motivators and barriers of residents sorting waste 
materials correctly and to gauge their level of knowledge of what goes 
in which bin by surveying park and downtown goers. See Appendix A 

for the survey used for park-goers. From the park’s pre-pilot surveys, Staff learned that, though most 
participants understood which items went into the correct bin, there were a handful of items participants 
thought belonged in the incorrect bin. For example, when asked for items that belong in the landfill bin, 
incorrect answers included food, pizza box, napkins, kitchen garbage, batteries, paper, and foil. Among 
these items, most could be composted or recycled. For both compost and recycling, more than two-thirds of 
participants understood food waste belonged in the compost and almost all participants knew plastics were 
recyclable and over half knew paper products and metals are recyclable. When asked the question “Why is 
it beneficial to sort your waste correctly?” over half of the participants’ answers included environmental 
importance, keeping the city clean, and lessening pollution. The remaining participants mentioned sorting is 

Staff conducting pre-pilot waste 
audits at garbage receptacles at 
Burton Park in San Carlos 
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beneficial because it is helping the back-end of the process, making it easier for sorting workers and for the 
facility.  
 
Staff used the information gathered in the surveys to help create four types of signage to test in the various 
parks along with assistance from Recology and City staff.  
 
From the downtown pre-pilot surveys, Staff learned the majority of participants believed that the benefit of 
sorting waste correctly is to help the back-end of the process, making it easier for sorting workers and for 
the facility.  
 
Parks Pilot (Receptacles and Signage) 
Receptacle Cost: $47,713, Signage Cost: $2,901 
The Parks pilot involved the purchase of new receptacles and signage. When looking to decide what 
receptacles to purchase, Staff researched receptacles that would be appropriate for multiple locations, had 
a lid, could be easy to manage, including if it could fit a Recology cart or not. When purchasing these 
outdoor receptacles, City staff benefited from the SBWMA pilot’s bulk purchase pricing. SBWMA purchased 
a total of 14 sets of receptacles for a total of 42 containers (3 each for recycling, compost and garbage). 
Each city in the pilot also purchased additional receptacles. The City of San Carlos purchased a total of 4 
sets of receptacles for a total of 12 containers. The City of Redwood City purchased a total of 3 sets for a 
total of 9 containers. Graphic 1 (below) shows the chosen receptacles that fit a 64-gallon Recology cart for 
practical service by staff and a covered top to prevent water from building up in the bottom of the 
receptacle. The overall size of the containers (or just one container) was taken into consideration to allow 
for fewer overall receptacles in the park.  
 
After an audit of the parks themselves, City and Staff realized some parks had too many trash receptacles 
throughout the parks. Prior to installation of the new receptacles, Burton Park in San Carlos had 23 trash 
cans in the general playground area. For the pilot, there are now 11 sets of the 3-bin system in the entire 
park. In Redwood City, Maddux, Spinas, and Stafford Park had 10-20 receptacles, consisting of trash and 
recycle receptacles. For the pilot, there are now three sets of the 3-bin system in at Maddux and Spinas 
Parks and four sets of the 3-bin system at Stafford Park. Refer to Appendix B for maps of the parks and 
locations of receptacles before and after the new receptacle installations. 

 

 

Graphic 1: New Securr receptacles at Burton Park in San Carlos with the Comprehensive signage  
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SBWMA Staff collaborated with a graphic designer, City staff and Recology to create and test four different 
versions of signage, to determine the best option that increases diversion from the landfill. Signage ranged 
from simplistic to Comprehensive information to measure the public’s motivator for proper disposal.  
Graphic 2 below shows the different types of signage for the recycling receptacles. Version 1 (‘Text Only’) 
had multi-lingual text and color to match current cart colors and was installed at Maddux Park. Version 2 
(‘Images Only’) had multi-lingual text, color to match cart colors, and images, and was installed at Stafford 
Park. Version 3 (‘Simple’) had the same features as Version 2, but with text under the images, and minimal 
color, and was installed at Spinas Park. Version 4 (‘Comprehensive’) had similar features as Version 3, but 
with unaccepted items and full color, and was installed at Burton Park. The four versions of signage 
installed at each park was randomly assigned. See Appendix C for complete versions of all signage used 
in the parks pilot. 

 
 

 
Downtown Pilot (Signage) 
Signage Cost: $964 
Concurrent to the Parks pilot, Staff launched a downtown pilot to test different versions of signage in 
downtown corridors in both San Carlos and Redwood City. Receptacles for these locations were not added 
since both downtown locations had existing recycling and landfill options. Additionally, adding a compost 
option was deemed too difficult since there is currently a wide variety of receptacles being used in these 
two locations.  
 

Graphic 2: Signage sample for recycling receptacles 
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Staff chose similar existing receptacles in both downtown Redwood City and San Carlos for consistency 
and to allow for signage to be easily be installed on top of the receptacles. Graphic 3 below shows the 
chosen existing receptacles used in both cities along with the new signage.  
  
Graphic 3: Chosen receptacles in downtown San Carlos and Redwood City with signage installed 

 
  
From July 2018 to August 2018, Staff conducted downtown waste audits to gain a baseline of what the 
public are throwing in the landfill and recycle containers. To create signage for the downtown receptacles, 
Staff adjusted the parks signage into signage that would relate to a downtown setting. Graphic 4 (below) 
shows the different versions of signage. As a result of both Redwood City and San Carlos having one main 
downtown area, Staff chose two versions of signage to test in each city – ‘Images Only’ and 
‘Comprehensive.’ Both cities offer landfill disposal and recycle services downtown, and not organics 
services, resulting in Staff adjusting the signage accordingly. Staff conducted waste audits, surveys, and 
observations from August 2018 to January 2019. Pre-installation observations were conducted to see if the 
public noticed the signage on the receptacles. This consisted of collecting data of the public throwing their 
landfill, recycling, and compost material in the available receptacles downtown. Over half of the observed 
public did not look at the signage, whereas the remaining participants did check to see which receptacle 
was landfill or recycling and then proceeded to throw their item in the correct receptacle.  
  
Similar to the parks pilot, Staff surveyed the participating public to learn their motivators and barriers of 
sorting correctly and to gauge their level of knowledge of what goes in which bin. When asked the 
question “Why is it beneficial to sort your waste correctly?” over half of the participants’ answers 
included helping the back-end of the process, making it easier for sorting workers and for the 
facility. The remaining participants mentioned the importance of keeping the environment clean. In 
December 2018, the Images Only signage was added to receptacles in a downtown stretch in San Carlos, 
while the Comprehensive signage was added to receptacles in a two block radius in downtown Redwood 
City. Staff continues to test both versions of downtown signage. Graphic 4 below shows the two different 
signages for the recycling receptacles. See Appendix C for complete versions of all signage used in the 
downtown pilot. 
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Graphic 4: Downtown signage designs 
 

 
 
Costs 
The parks pilot included costs for new receptacles, design and print of new signage. The downtown pilot 
included design and print of new signage. Below in Table 4 are the total costs incurred for the duration of 
the pilot. These costs do not include costs incurred by Redwood City and San Carlos, which include 
additional receptacles, staffing costs and for Redwood City, there were further costs for concrete 
installation for the new receptacles. 
 

Table 4 
SBWMA Public Spaces Pilot Costs 

Staff Time TOTAL 
Recycling Outreach Programs Manager $37,500 
Public Spaces Fellows $62,000 
  Staff Costs Sub Total $99,500 

 New 
Receptacles Signage Design & Print  

Parks Pilot $47,713 $2,901 $50,614 
Downtown Pilot N/A* $964 $964 
  SBWMA TOTAL COSTS $151,078 

         *Downtown Pilot involved existing receptacles; therefore, there is no cost associated with this line item. 
 
Below are the Staff members and the estimated percentage of total work time dedicated to the Public 
Spaces Pilot:  

• Recycling Outreach Programs Manager – 25% 
• Public Spaces Fellow 1 – 50% 
• Public Spaces Fellow 2 – 50% 

 
For the duration of this pilot, Recology offered to service the pilot parks at no additional cost. However, for 
continuation of service after the pilot, Staff is working with Recology to determine the actual costs for each 
park, as there are costs associated for service.  
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Moving past the pilot, the SBWMA is not expecting to purchase receptacles for Member Agencies who 
participate in the Public Spaces Project. 
 
Metrics and Data Tracking 
Staff conducted 74 waste audits on the new receptacles in parks for five months from September 2018 – 
February 2019. During this five month period, 677 gallons of correctly sorted recycling and 708 gallons of 
correctly sorted compost were diverted from the landfill. This amount was calculated by taking the total 
gallons in the recycling and compost carts at the time of the waste audit and subtracting the incorrectly 
sorted material. From the data collected, Staff found the public correctly sorted over 50% of items tossed in 
the recycling and compost bins. Recycling at all four parks yielded 58-75% correctly sorted items overall, 
while compost was 51-76% correctly sorted. 
 
The waste audits with the most accurately sorted items were at Burton Park where Comprehensive signage 
was used. Waste audits conducted at Burton Park bins showed 75% of items in the recycling and 65% 
items in the compost were sorted correctly. The second-best performing signage was the Text only signs 
used at Maddux Park. Waste audits in Maddux Park had 58% correctly sorted items in the recycling and 
76% correctly sorted items in the compost. The third ranked signage was the Images only signage used at 
Stafford Park. This signage yielded 69% correct sorting of recycling and 68% correct sorting of compost. 
The fourth and lowest performing signage was the Simple signage used at Spinas Park. This signage had 
59% accurate sorting of items in the recycling while 51% of items in the compost were correctly sorted. See 
Appendix E for chart breakdown of all the items found in each of the three carts and the frequency of each 
item.  
 
From the parks pilot results, it was concluded that the Comprehensive signage with images and 
text of what is and is not accepted provided the best motivator and education for park goers to sort 
properly. The Comprehensive signage has the highest percentage of properly sorted material at 
71%. Moving beyond the pilot, Staff recommends that a Comprehensive-type signage be used for 
receptacles in Member Agency parks. This is supported by feedback we received from park participants we 
surveyed post receptacle installation. Three-quarters of the people we surveyed noted a visual aspect of 
the signs helped them to sort their waste better.  
 
Staff conducted 47 downtown waste audits from July 2018 to June 2019. With current data, the Images 
Only signage is the better performing signage for downtown areas with an average accuracy of 70%.  The 
Comprehensive signage yielded an average accuracy of 59%. However, for a more accurate Staff 
recommendation, more waste audits should be conducted. See Appendix F for chart breakdown of all 
items found from downtown waste audits so far. 
 
Downtown Redwood City and San Carlos do not have compost services. As a result, the percentage of 
garbage at 69% in the Images Only signage, and 83% in the Comprehensive signage includes both 
garbage and compost. Staff found over half of the garbage receptacles contained organic material.  
 
Testimonials  
“Redwood City was very excited to be selected for this pilot because we didn’t have many recycle 
receptacles in our parks so this was a great opportunity to get into a deep dive analysis of what works and 
what didn’t work for our parks and getting to work with the Fellows in this program. Redwood City has seen 
significant improvements in servicing our trash because the sizing of the receptacles solved the problem of 
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airspace since people have tried to cram pizza boxes in the trash. The 64-gallon carts worked out well to 
help when our staff services the trash cans. We were able to consolidate the number of containers in our 
parks and have not seen an increase in litter.”  
 
- Lucas Wilder, Assistant Director, Redwood City Parks, Recreation and Community Services Department 
 
“San Carlos participated in RethinkWaste’s Pilot Program, which helped increase the visibility of our waste 
diversion efforts.  The program helped the City to evaluate the need for additional compost and recycling 
efforts in public spaces.  The Rethink Waste Team effectively communicated with all involved stakeholders 
in order to make sure the program was successfully implemented.  They were receptive to our ideas and 
feedback, and made a point to create adaptable program elements to best fit the needs of the City.  We are 
glad to have had the opportunity to participate in this pilot, and appreciate RethinkWaste staff’s enthusiasm 
for and commitment to the completion of the program.” 
 
- Steven Machida, San Carlos Public Works Director and Tamara Shapero, Public Works Management 
Analyst 
 
Challenges 
 
Parks Pilot  
For Redwood City, one issue was the timeframe for cart service. With Recology’s recommendations, each 
city used different methods for servicing their parks. Redwood City staff rolls the carts out to the curb near 
the park, leaving the receptacles empty until Recology services the carts. After service, Redwood City staff 
returns the carts to the receptacles. The issue experienced by Redwood City was that the timeframe for 
service was a large enough window that City staff would bring the carts out for service, but had to check 
throughout the day to see if the carts were serviced so they could return the carts to their receptacles.  
 
For San Carlos, they had an issue with keeping the receptacles clean. The receptacles are black, so when 
dust settles it is easily noticeable. City staff decided on a quarterly power wash to maintain cleanliness. 
There were instances of graffiti on the receptacles as well, which City staff had dealt with in parks prior to 
the pilot, but having a blank surface is a target for vandalism. The manufacturer added an anti-graffiti coat, 
so graffiti cleaner would not damage the exterior paint. Another issue was that service takes longer for City 
staff and contractors. Although there are less receptacle locations throughout all the pilot parks, two waste 
streams were added, which added time for City staff or contractors to service.  
 
Lastly, putting compost in parks is new to the parkgoers within the pilot, which proved to be an opportunity 
for more education centered around compost. From the surveys, we learned that not everyone has access 
to compost diversion in their homes, especially those who live in multi-family dwellings. 
 
Downtown Pilot 
One issue during the downtown pilot was the different types of receptacles found in the downtown areas of 
both San Carlos and Redwood City. With several types of receptacles, it was a challenge to develop a type 
of signage that would fit on each receptacle. In collaborating with a graphic designer, we chose to create a 
sign in as one-third of the circumference of a circle with an 11-inch diameter. 
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As part of the signage pilot for downtown areas, Staff conducted observations of those throwing any type of 
waste away in downtown areas. From our observations, the majority of the people we observed did not look 
at the signage prior to throwing something away in one of these bins. This is particularly challenging for the 
signage pilot in determining which signage is better for downtown areas.  
 
Next Steps 
The goal is to expand the Public Spaces Pilot to the entire SBWMA service area. To reach this goal, we 
plan to continue working with San Carlos and Redwood City, and by implementing Comprehensive signage 
at all the parks in our pilot. We’d like to also incorporate an outreach and education plan to the public by 
using the data from our waste audits. For example, the data we collected from our waste audits showed us 
recurring items. We plan on using those items as targets to focus on in the outreach and education plan.  
We recommend expanding participation to one or two interested Member Agencies per fiscal year. In 
addition to expanding participation, we have also met with the San Mateo County Transit District, which 
includes SamTrans and Caltrain, and they are interested in working with us. 
 
Recommendations 
 
Recommendation I: Continue collaboration with Redwood City and San Carlos to more public spaces.   
 
There has already been expressed interest by both cities to expand and update receptacles and signage in 
the rest of their parks. San Carlos has a total of 16 parks, while Redwood City has 26 parks. Expanding the 
pilots in the existing city parks will create uniformity across all parks allowing for greater visibility for park 
goers to get used to the receptacles and signage to sort correctly.   
 
Recommendation II: Implement comprehensive signage in parks. 
 
Based off results and findings from the parks pilot, it’s recommended that using signage that incorporates 
visuals of all accepted items and what is not accepted in the specific receptacles and in multiple languages 
is the best in helping park goers and other individuals on how to sort properly. Staff plans on printing new 
sets of signage for all the Redwood City parks and to implement versions of this signage for other Member 
Agencies as needed.  
 
Recommendation III: Incorporate outreach and education to the public.  
 
New receptacles and signage are a great way to educate the public about proper sorting habits, but not the 
only one. Incorporating a more comprehensive outreach and education campaign and plan will ensure park 
goers are armed with significant information once they head to a park on how to sort properly. Already as 
part of the pilot, San Carlos updated its park reservation system to add a line about sorting waste into the 
proper bins where appropriate (previously the line only discussed placing items into garbage bins).  
 
Recommendation IV: Expand participation to one or two interested Member Agencies per fiscal year.  
 
Based on the success of the Public Spaces pilot, Staff will reach out to Member Agencies to gauge interest 
in incorporating new receptacles and/or signage for their public spaces. While we understand not all the 
Member Agencies may want such large receptacles in their parks, we will work with interested Member 
Agencies to purchase the appropriate sizes and work on comprehensive signage that will fit on existing 
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receptacles as needed. The goal is to start with those interested and work our way to all Member Agencies 
to create uniformity across the entire service area.  
 
Recommendation V: Work with the San Mateo County Transit District to expand diversion opportunities in 
their public spaces. 
 
On Board direction, it was recommended that staff incorporate working with the San Mateo County Transit 
District to expand diversion opportunities at SamTrans and Caltrain stops/stations. SBWMA Staff has 
previously met with the Sustainability Coordinator with the Transit District, who has expressed strong 
interest in expanding waste diversion options for their riders under their purview. SBWMA staff will continue 
to work with them to determine how best to educate transit goers on proper sorting, from signage to 
receptacles.  
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Appendix A: Public Survey 
 
 
Post Pilot Survey - Waste in Parks                                                            Date/Location:________________ 
 
1. What items belong in: 

a. Compost: ________________________________________________________ 
 
b. Recycling: _______________________________________________________ 
 
c. Landfill:__________________________________________________________ 

 
2. Why is it beneficial to sort your waste correctly? 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. What, if anything, would you find difficult about sorting your waste correctly? 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. Did you notice the signage? 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
a. If answer to above question is ‘no,’ ask ‘Why?’; If ‘yes,’ ask ‘How?’ 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. What, if anything, do you see as beneficial to having the same cans at the park to the ones you have at 
home? 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix B: Maps of Park Receptacles 
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Appendix C: Parks Signage by Type 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Version 1 — Text Only at Maddux Park, Redwood City 
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Version 2 — Images Only at Stafford Park, Redwood City 
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Version 3 — Simple at Spinas Park, Redwood City 
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Version 4 — Comprehensive at Burton Park, San Carlos 
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Appendix D: Downtown Signage by Type
Version 1 — Images Only in San Carlos downtown 
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    Version 2 — Comprehensive in Redwood City downtown 
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Appendix E: Count of Audit Codes in Parks by Receptacle 
 
See Appendix G for full list of Audit Codes 
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Appendix F: Count of Audit Codes in Downtown Areas by Receptacle 
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Appendix G: Audit Codes 
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